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the average length of a song on chickenfoot is under four minutes. although several of the tracks were
beefed up with more elaborate arrangements to give them more interest, the exception to the rule is
(surprise, surprise) the bonus track. we wanted to showcase the songs in their bare form, so we didn't

put any studio polish on them. the bonus track is a little over eight minutes long, and it has an
interesting arrangement that isn't present on the album. it's more of an acoustic outfit that we did last
summer. the bonus track is called i found her. it started out as a ballad on the album, but didn't have

that strong pull. we decided to write another song around it. it's a chance for me to work in an acoustic
setting, because i don't like the way studio musicians sound. but it makes the songs sound more real. i'm

more comfortable working in this way. also, i like the intimacy of the room and being able to work with
the players more closely. chickenfoot - the house that dirt built (2009) is the fifteenth studio album by

michael anthony, lead singer and bassist for chickenfoot. the album is dedicated to the honoree, the late
jerry montgomery, who died in 2007. montgomery is best known as the guitar player on ac/dc's power
ballad, "you shook me all night long." the album features a song he wrote with his fellow chickenfoot

member, sammy hagar ("who needs love"), and a cover of the velvet underground's "heroin," which was
released as a single. the house that dirt built was produced by grammy award winner, david jerkovich,
whose credits include the eagles, john mellencamp, and bruce springsteen. jerkovich also co-produced
the chickenfoot album evil itch, released in 2005. featuring guest appearances by joe satriani, michael

anthony, ian mackaye and joe vitale, the house that dirt built also features the heavy and bluesy "i found
her," which became the lead track on the album. the album was recorded at wall of sound, in los angeles.
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